
Case Study: Orica 
ORICA STANDARDIZES ON GLOBAL DATA 
PROTECTION, REDUCES COSTS AND STORAGE 
FOOTPRINT WITH COMMVAULT SOFTWARE

CHALLENGE

• Limited adoption of global backup standard resulted 
in locations being at risk

• Deployment of legacy EMC Data Domain deduplication 
hardware was expensive, hindering more widespread 
adoption 

• Connectivity and cost challenges with global network 
impacted backups performed over WAN links 

SOLUTION

Commvault Software Deduplication 

ROI

• Embedded source and target deduplication eliminated 
the need for expensive  appliances, saving up to 
$600,000

• Widespread adoption of “fit-for-purpose” data 
protection and improved deduplication ensure the 
highest SLAs, while maximizing network efficiency

• Elevated disaster recovery capabilities with 
improved RTO

Industry 
Chemical Manufacturing and Mining Supply

Corporate Headquarters 
East Melbourne, Australia

Employees 
15,000 across 100 locations

www.orica.com
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Mining for precious metals and minerals dates back to pre-

historic times, but today the industry’s need for efficiency and 

productivity drives demand for game-changing technology, 

products and services. For Orica Ltd., a global chemicals 

manufacturer and mining supplier, maintaining its proud tradition 

of leadership, innovation, quality and safety for its customers in 

more than 100 countries required a more modern approach to 

data management and information technology.

Founded in 1874, the East Melbourne, Australia-based Orica is the world’s  
largest supplier of commercial explosives to the mining and manufacturing 
markets, with operations in more than 50 countries across Australia, New 
Zealand, Asia, Latin America and Africa. The company is also a leader in the 
provisioning of ground support for mining and tunneling, as well as a major 
distributor of sodium cyanide for gold extraction. Orica continues to grow at 
a rapid pace, fueled by organic growth and category expansions, as well as 
mergers and acquisitions. Today, Orica is one of the leading, publicly owned 
organisations on the Australian Stock Exchange.

MANAGING MASSIVE DATA GROWTH

Information technology has always played a key role in connecting Orica’s 15,000 
employees across approximately 100 sites and four data centres. The company’s 
highly virtualised VMware environment supports a mix of Microsoft Windows, 
SQL, Lotus Notes and other specialised applications that together generate about 
200 TBs of data, which continues to grow 50-to-80 percent each year.

According to Brett Fischer, global IT release, deploy and projects leader for Orica, 
the Australia-based IT group is the lead driver of technology decisions for the 
company, but deployments have often been distributed and differed by region.  
The IT team recently standardised on best-of-class solutions worldwide, making  
it much more efficient and easier to ensure high service levels across the board.

“As our global standard for data protection, Commvault Simpana software meets 
both governance and business needs by elevating data backups and recoveries,” 
explains Fischer. “At the same time, Commvault has helped us reduce our 
operating costs, so it’s a double win.”

STANDARDISING DATA PROTECTION AROUND 
THE WORLD
Prior to centralising its global IT structure, Orica’s reliance on geographically 
dispersed staff to manage local IT functions resulted in the use of disparate 
solutions with varying costs and levels of success. Years earlier, the company had 
replaced its tape-based backup operations with disk-based backup and recovery, 
featuring Commvault® Simpana® software and EMC Data Domain deduplication 

“We developed a new 
standard that put more 
cost-effective storage 
hardware at every site, 
which allowed us to more 
easily and affordably 
deploy our data protection 
solution around the world.”

BRETT FISCHER, 
GLOBAL IT RELEASE, DEPLOY AND 
PROJECTS LEADER, 
ORICA

“With Commvault software’s 
dedupe functionality 
integrated with our 
preferred storage, 
rollouts are fast, easy and 
affordable.”

BRETT FISCHER, 
GLOBAL IT RELEASE, DEPLOY AND 
PROJECTS LEADER, 
ORICA
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storage systems. After a highly successful deployment throughout the 
company’s Asia Pacific region, the IT team established guidelines for a 
company-wide rollout of the new data protection standard.

Unfortunately, smaller regional offices lacked the resources to purchase and 
manage the blended solution; all implemented Commvault Simpana software 
but many found the Data Domain platform cost prohibitive. “Even though 
we had an agreed-upon standard, it never actually was used because EMC 
Data Domain was too expensive,” recalls Fischer. “In order to get widespread 
adoption, we needed to take advantage of more economical hardware as the 
backup target.”

Additional concerns surfaced because backing up data over the network to a 
central repository could be impacted by network congestion and availability. 
The absence of local backup also impacted the regional teams’ ability to 
perform backups and restores in a timely manner.

SOFTWARE DEDUPLICATION CUTS COSTS, 
MAXIMIZES IT EFFICIENCY

Fortunately, Orica didn’t have far to look to find an end-to-end data protection 
solution as Simpana software included embedded global deduplication, which 
eliminated the need for expensive appliances and resulting hardware lock-in. 
Moreover, Commvault’s ability to support storage-agnostic source or target-
side deduplication enabled Orica to reduce both its storage footprint and its 
network traffic. 

When it comes time to refresh the existing 40 EMC Data Domain installations, 
Orica’s IT team projects savings of up to $600,000 by replacing the legacy 
appliances with cost-effective storage from another vendor and Simpana 
software. This combination will empower Orica’s local teams to perform 
on-demand data recoveries without concerns about network congestion or 
reliability.

“It’s now much easier to accelerate adoption of our global data protection 
standard because I can offer it at a price point that is hard to say no to — 
that’s a big benefit,” says Fischer. “With Simpana software’s dedupe 
functionality integrated with our preferred storage, rollouts are fast, easy 
and affordable. Commvault’s compression, replication, auxiliary copies and 
incremental full backups enable us to be really efficient in how we perform 
backups, both locally and over the wire.” 

With the latest enhancements to Simpana software, Orica is uniquely 
positioned to keep pace with aggressive data growth while decreasing its 
storage footprint, operational complexity and costs. “In the years since we 
deployed Simpana software, Commvault had continued to invest heavily in 
its solution, which gave us an opportunity to cut costs and offer our internal 
customers unparalleled service in terms of data recoverability and reliability,” 
says Fischer. “We developed a new standard that put more cost-effective 
storage hardware at every site, which allowed us to more easily and affordably 
deploy our data protection solution around the world.”

“This fit-for-purpose 
protection strategy is 
another example of how 
Commvault software is 
helping us to modernize 
our business while making 
it more economical for 
each individual location. 
With Commvault software, 
we’ve gained a higher level 
of operational proficiency 
today and will be better 
prepared for the future.”

BRETT FISCHER, 
GLOBAL IT RELEASE, DEPLOY AND 
PROJECTS LEADER, 
ORICA
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EFFICIENT DATA MANAGEMENT WITH 
AN EYE TOWARD THE FUTURE 

In standardising with Commvault Simpana software, Orica has 
been able to institute tiered levels of data protection, which provide 
additional flexibility in tailoring service delivery needs to various 
offices around the globe. Simpana software’s growing role also is 
helping Orica to keep its critical recovery time objective to within 24 
hours. “If we were to face a disaster, like the floods we had in Brisbane 
a couple of years ago when one of our offices flooded, we now could 
restore that data at our data centre within minutes,” he explains. “And, 
we could recover the entire site to within 24 hours of the point where it 
went down.”

Additionally, Commvault’s flexible capacity licensing model made it 
easier for Orica to change scope, scale and protection methods while 
offering seamless growth for additional future capabilities, including 
Simpana software’s IntelliSnap® snapshot management for Orica’s 
NetApp storage arrays. The Simpana OnePass™ converged backup, 
archiving and reporting is also appealing for the future because of 
the ability to retain, store and manage data at one-third the cost of 
continually backing it up.

“This fit-for-purpose protection strategy is another example of how 
Commvault Simpana software is helping us to modernize our business 
while making it more economical for each individual location,” 
concludes Fischer. “With Commvault Simpana software, we’ve gained 
a higher level of operational proficiency today and will be better 
prepared for the future.”

ORICA AT-A-GLANCE
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